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CTS Releases New Identity 

Lisle, IL. -  CTS Corporation (NYSE: CTS) has been a part of the future for 120 years. As technology has 
continued to move forward the company has been right alongside, engineering intelligent ways to meet 
people’s ever changing needs. Today is no different as CTS continues to reinvent itself by establishing a 
new identity.  

CTS’ new identity is the next stage in the journey of repositioning the company around a strategy to 
simplify, focus and drive profitable growth. As CTS continues down this path, its new identity is better 
aligned with the existing culture based on partnerships, renewed passion for engineering and products 
that enable a healthier, safer and more secure world. 

Kieran O’Sullivan, CEO of CTS Corporation, states, “Staying at the forefront of a competitive industry 
requires us to think differently about how we run and present our company. We’re instilling a new sense 
of purpose in our company. We’ve defined the CTS identity by clearly setting out our vision and 
strategy.” 

• Our Vision: We aim to be a leading provider of sensing and motion devices as well as 
connectivity components, enabling an intelligent and seamless world. 

• Our Strategy: We will continue our strategy of investing and innovating in products and 
technologies around sense, connect and move. 

The new logo and visuals, which embody the essence of the company’s culture and spirit, will be present 
throughout the company’s website and communication materials going forward.  

To learn more about CTS’ new identity visit www.ctscorp.com or contact Nick Hajewski, Marketing 
Communications Manager. 

About CTS 
CTS (NYSE: CTS) is a leading designer and manufacturer of sensors, actuators and electronic components 
to OEMs in the aerospace, communications, defense, industrial, information technology, medical and 
transportation markets. CTS manufactures products in North America, Europe and Asia. 
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Contact 
Nick Hajewski 
Marketing Communications Manager 
 
CTS Corporation 
2375 Cabot Drive 
Lisle, IL 60532 
USA 
 
Telephone: +1 (630) 577-8865 
E-mail: nick.hajewski@ctscorp.com 
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